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The Appalachian Solid Mango Dining Collection features a 6-Step Burnished Honey Finish with moderate distressing. This finish 
includes the following distressing techniques: burnishing, coarse rasping, dry brushing, pin hole, and semi-rolled corners. Please 
reference the Furniture Distressing Glossary below for information on each of these techniques. The above chart demonstrates 
where this finish falls in the range of distressing treatments typically used for indoor furniture. 
 
 
Moderate distressing appeals to members who anticipate and appreciate an intentionally distressed finish and the seasoned 
aesthetic it provides. 
 
 
NOTE:  Distressing techniques are hand applied and may vary.  When used together with the collection's photography, this guide 
provides an accurate presentation to help you choose new furniture that is best for you. 
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Distressing techniques are artfully selected and combined in the finishing process to enhance the 

appearance and feel of furniture. Furniture distressing varies over a wide range, depending on the 

number and type of techniques used. Subtle techniques add interest and depth while more advanced 

techniques emulate the character of fine antiques or the hand hewn craftsmanship of years gone by.  

Below are photos and descriptions of the different types of distressing techniques we use in our 6-step 

Burnished Honey finish for the Appalachian Solid Mango Dining Collection. When paired together with 

the beauty of solid Mango wood, these finishing steps greatly embellish the distinctive characteristics of 

the this collection. 

Please note that these distressing techniques are hand applied and may vary. When used together with 

the collection’s photography, this guide provides an accurate presentation to help you choose new 

furniture that is best for you. 

Glossary  

 

 

Burnishing     

Burnishing is a hand brushed technique that applies a darker  

stain to the edges. This technique provides a distinct profile  

along with a seasoned aesthetic.   

 

 

 

 

Coarse Rasping     

Rasping is hand applied to the edges of the furniture using a tool  

that is similar to a file. Coarse raspings have a more rugged  

appearance than smooth raspings. 
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Dry Brushing    

This subtle technique consists of short, random brush marks that  

are hand applied to create depth and dimension in the finish. 

 

 

 

 

Pin Holes     

Pin Holes are very small holes that are applied in clusters to the  

surface of the furniture by using a hammer-like tool. This  

technique is a very effective way of antiquing the finish while  

causing no damage to the furniture itself. 

 

 

 

 

Semi-Rolled Corners   

In this technique, corners are hand sanded to a smooth,  

rolled appearance.  

 


